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Visible and near-infrared (Vis-NIR) spectral imaging is appearing as a potential tool to support highthroughput digital agricultural plant phenotyping. One of the uses of spectral imaging is to predict
non-destructively the chemical constituents in the plants such as nitrogen content which can be related
to the functional status of plants. However, before using high-throughput spectral imaging, it requires
extensive calibration, just as needed for any other spectral sensor. Calibrating the high-throughput
spectral imaging setup can be a challenging task as the resources needed to run experiments in highthroughput setups are far more than performing measurements with point spectrometers. Hence, to
supply a resource-efﬁcient approach to calibrate spectral cameras integrated with high-throughput plant
phenotyping setups, this study proposes the use of chemometric calibration transfer (CT) and model
update. The main idea was to use a point spectrometer to develop the primary model and transfer it to
the spectral cameras integrated into the high-throughput setups. The potential of the approach was
showed using a real Vis-NIR dataset related to nitrogen prediction in wheat plants measured with point
spectrometer, tabletop spectral cameras and spectral cameras integrated with a high-throughput plant
phenotyping setup. For CT and model update, direct standardization and parameter-free calibration
enhancement approaches were explored. A key aim of this study was to only use and compare techniques that does not require any further optimization as they can be easily implemented by the plant
biologist in future applications. The proposed approach based on the transfer of point spectroscopy
models to spectral cameras in a high-throughput setup can allow spectral calibrations to be sharable and
widely applicable, thus helping the global digital plant phenotyping community.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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facility integrating spectral imaging, readers are referred to the
video link of the Phenovision setup (https://www.psb.ugent.be/
phenotyping/phenovision/16-movie-phenovision). The reader
should note that unlike the main beneﬁt of spectral imaging which
is to explore the spatially distributed spectral properties of samples,
the main aim of spectral imaging in high-throughput plant phenotyping facilities for chemical property prediction is the estimation of the average plant property such as N content per plant. The
spatial information from SI can also be used for extraction physics
features of the plants such as the number of leaves, canopy area,
identiﬁcation vein, segmentation of stem and leaves etc. For
chemical property prediction, one can assume that if a single
response per plant is needed then such a task can also be achieved
with point spectrometers. However, a point to note is that in a highthroughput setup all measurements are performed in an automated fashion and the plants are of varying height and width, in
such a case only a camera mounted at the top is the most effective
option to perform automated measurements.
The high-throughput spectral imaging setups for digital plant
phenotyping alone are of no use unless combined with advanced
data modelling approaches [3,11]. Particularly for spectral imaging,
chemometric approaches are of particular interest due to the highly
correlated data which often requires subspace modelling [3].
Furthermore, different experiment trails require different approaches to data modelling. For example, when the aim is to
perform qualitative analysis where different genotypes must be
monitored at different treatments and compared concerning the
control plants, then data-driven approaches such as unsupervised
clustering with K-mean can supply meaningful insights [14,15,24].
However, in many cases, the quantitative estimation of physicochemical properties can play a key role in explaining the differences
between different genotypes [16], for example, quantifying the
moisture content can allow explaining and comparing different
genotypes based on the exact moisture content at a particular point
in time. Quantitative analysis on one hand is more objective than
the qualitative analysis and supplies detailed insight into the reasons for differences in the genotypes in real-time [16,25], however,
on the other hand, the qualitative analysis with Vis-NIR spectral
imaging requires extra steps for chemometric calibration before
their use for real-time predictions [22,23]. Some recent studies
have shown that the spectral cameras in a high-throughput setup
can be calibrated and the chemometric models can be simultaneously used to predict several chemical [16] and photosynthetic
[14] parameters in plants in real-time. However, the main challenge
with Vis-NIR spectral cameras, like point spectroscopy sensors, is
that it requires calibration whenever a new type of product or
chemical property is needed to be measured [23]. For example,
when the sensor must be used for different chemical parameters,
then the calibration for each chemical parameter is needed. Similarly, if the type of plant changes, for example, earlier it was wheat
and later it changes to Maize, then it requires new calibration or
model adjustment for different plant types. Overall, calibration of
Vis-NIR sensors is an integral part of sensor deployment and
quantitative analysis with Vis-NIR spectral sensing requires calibration before its use for real-time properties prediction [26].
To the calibration of high-throughput setups, the task of chemometric calibration development can become challenging as the
number of resources needed to execute calibration experiments in
high-throughput setups is higher compared to the point spectroscopy measurements. Furthermore, the point spectrometer measurements can be performed at any location, for example, near an
analytical lab where the delay between spectral measurements and
reference measurements can be minimized to avoid any timeinduced biases. In some cases, labs may have old calibrations
based on point spectrometers before moving to high-throughput

1. Introduction
Plant phenotyping involves monitoring of the physicochemical
properties of agriculture plants along with their growth while
interacting with the surrounding environment [1,2]. The physical
properties can be the shape and size of the plant such as height and
width, number of leaves, while the chemical properties include
pigments, water, sugar, nitrogen, protein, fats, depending on the
plant [3,4]. Plant breeders commonly practice plant phenotyping to
select the best performing plant breeds to develop improved plant
varieties dedicated to serving a speciﬁc purpose, for example,
drought-resistant, salt-tolerant, high-yield, ﬂavor enhancement
and many more [1,2,5]. Plant phenotyping for plant breeding is not
a new topic and has been practiced since the start of agriculture.
However, in earlier ages, the task was performed by farmers and
involves tracking human observable traits such as the size, color
and yield of plants. Furthermore, the task can be assumed to be
slow and difﬁcult as humans need to follow the plants for their
complete growth cycle to assess how they performed at various
stages of their life cycle [5].
Recent advancement in plant science and technology, and
particularly in plant breeding research has realized the importance
of having faster approaches to plant screening to support phenotyping [6e8]. Particularly the focus is to allow monitoring of several
genotypes of plants simultaneously under varying growing conditions to ﬁnd the best performing genotypes from the pool such that
they can be taken forward for breeding purposes [9]. To deal with it,
the concept of digital plant phenotyping has appeared which involves the use of advanced sensing technologies and data processing approaches such as artiﬁcial intelligence to quantify the
physicochemical state of the plants [2,3,5,10,11]. Although digital
plant phenotyping is a broad term and can range from ﬁeld to
green-house scale trails [12], however, one major part of digital
plant phenotyping involves the development of high-throughput
phenotyping facilities which can support handling and simulation
of artiﬁcial surrounding environmental conditions to accelerate the
genotypes screening operations [13]. Examples of such recent highthroughput plant phenotyping facilities are Phenovision [14,15] at
University of Ghent, Belgium, Netherlands Plant Eco-Phenotyping
Center [3], Wageningen, The Netherlands, LemnaTec highthroughput plant phenotyping greenhouse [16], University of
Nebraska-Lincoln, USA (United States of America), and the plant
accelerator, Australian Plant Phenomics Facility [17], University of
Adelaide, Adelaide, Australia.
Although several high-throughput phenotyping facilities are
available around the world [13], the main thing that is common in
all facilities is the novel advanced sensors integrated for the nondestructive assessment of the plant [10,18e20]. Non-destructive
sensing is of particular interest as the same plants are needed to
be followed in time to understand their growth and interaction
with the surrounding environment [14,15]. Of particular interest of
the diverse sensors integrated into high-throughput setups, spectral imaging is one of the most recent sensors integrated to access
the physicochemical properties of plants along with their growth
[3,4,21]. Spectral imaging is a combination of two sensing modalities i.e., imaging and spectroscopy, and widely used in analytical
chemistry to access spatially resolved spectral properties of samples [22,23]. In the scientiﬁc domain, the application of spectral
imaging for physicochemical analysis of plant is widely appearing
[3,4,21], where the imaging modality allows monitoring the physical shape and size of plants while the spectroscopy modality in the
Vis-NIR spectral range (350e2500 nm) allows estimating chemical
constituents as the function of light absorption as well as changes
in the internal structure of leaves as a function of light scatter [3,4].
To understand the real-world high-throughput plant phenotyping
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The ﬁnal data set resulted in a total of 600 spectral measurements for each spectral sensor and 600 reference nitrogen content
values. According to the earlier study [25], a total of 57 measurements were considered outliers due to several reasons such as a
small number of samples for dry matter measurement, error in
laboratory analysis and errors during spectral data acquisition.
Finally, the data set used in this study had 543 spectral measurements for each spectral sensor and 543 reference nitrogen measurements. The original data set as used in this study can be
accessed in Ref. [25]. A key point to note is that in the open access
data set only the mean-spectra from the spectral images were
provided. Those mean spectra were extracted by segmenting and
averaging the spectral responses of the leaves with the use of a oneclass support vector machine classiﬁer [25].
This study explores the transfer of models from point spectrometer to mean spectra of spectral images, this was for two main
reasons, the ﬁrst reason was that the open access dataset only has
the mean spectra available and the second was that the main interest of plant biologist is to estimate the chemical constituent per
plant, which is better represented as a mean value.

setups, which ideally should be reused to reduce the efforts of
recalibration from scratch and the cost [26]. Overall, currently,
there is a need to reuse the already existing spectral models which
are existing in the point spectroscopy domain as well as the new
calibration of the high-throughput setups in a resource-efﬁcient
way. In the domain of chemometrics, the concept of calibration
transfer (CT) [26,27] and model update is widely common where
exiting calibration are tuned to be used on a new sensor with
minimal measurements [28]. Hence, in this study, it has been hypothesized that like the analytical chemistry domain [26], the CT
and model update approaches can also support the handling of
calibration models particularly their transfer and update for
deployment in high-throughput spectral imaging setups for plant
phenotyping purposes.
The aim of the study was to present the innovative approach
based on CT from point spectroscopy data to the high-throughput
spectral imaging setups as a novel solution to calibrate highthroughput spectral imaging setups. The main hypothesis of this
study is that whenever needed to calibrate a high-throughput
spectral imaging setup, at ﬁrst, primary models can be developed
on the point spectroscopy measurement, and later, the model can
be transferred to the high-throughput setups via the step of CT [26].
By using such an approach, the high number of resources usually
needed to develop calibration from scratch on high-throughput
spectral imaging setups can be minimized and already existing
point spectroscopy models can be reused. The potential of the
approach was showed using a real Vis-NIR dataset related to nitrogen prediction in wheat plants [25]. For CT and model update,
direct standardization and parameter-free calibration enhancement approaches were explored. A key aim of this study was to only
use and compare techniques that does not require any further
optimization as they can be easily implemented by the plant biologist in future applications.

2.2. Data partitioning and spectral resampling for chemometric
modelling
In this study, the dataset used has 543 matched spectral signals
from leaves measured with three different spectral instrument
setups. In an early study, it has been shown that all three spectral
sensors supplied decent calibration performance to predict N
content in wheat leaves [25]. However, calibrating each sensor
independently was not the aim of this study, rather, this study
aimed to show how the model made on a point spectrometer data
can be transferred to spectral cameras in high-throughput setups.
For that purpose, the 543 spectra were divided into two parts. The
ﬁrst part (60%) was used for primary point spectra model development and the rest data (40%) were used for independent testing
of the model performance. A summary of the total samples and the
range of N content is shown in Table 2. The ﬁrst part of the data set
was also used for CT analysis. The sample partitioning was performed with the Kennard-Stone algorithm [29]. A point to note is
that data were partitioned in the same fashion for all three spectral
measurements. Another main point to note is that although the
high-throughput setup and the tabletop spectral cameras generated the spectral images of leaves, however, in the data set [25] only
mean spectra were available which allowed making a one-to-one
relation between the spectra from point spectrometer to the
mean spectra from spectral images. Such a one-to-one relation
makes the data set suitable for the CT task.
The data set were used in reﬂectance to avoid elimination of any
useful information such as scattering from the spectra [30,31].
Furthermore, since the spectra from three different spectral setups
were having different spectral ranges and spectral sampling intervals, therefore two separate data set were developed to deﬁne
the case of CT from point spectrometer to the tabletop spectral
cameras and the CT from point spectrometer to the highthroughput system. In both cases, the spectral range of the point
spectrometer was subsampled to match the spectral range and
sampling of the spectral cameras. This was since the point spectrometer was having the lowest spectral sampling interval of 1 nm.
Once the data set was prepared, the primary model was developed
on the point spectrometer data and then transferred to the spectral
cameras of the tabletop as well as the high-throughput setups as
explained as follow. All data preparation and modelling were performed with in-house codes in MATLAB 2018b, Natick, MA, USA.

2. Material and methods
2.1. Data set
The data set [25] used in this study consisted of spectra
measured on 200 wheat plants monitored with three different
spectral instrument setups at three different time points i.e. 17 and
18 October 2019 (day 44 and 45), 24 and October 25, 2019 (day 51
and 52) and 31 October and November 1, 2019 (day 58 and 59) [25].
The wheat plants were from ﬁve different varieties, Gladius, Axe,
Scepter, Corack and Yitpi [25] to have a broad variability in the data
set. All spectral measurements were performed in the Plant
Accelerator, University of Adelaide, Australia [25]. To have wider
variability in the nitrogen content (N), the plants from ﬁve different
varieties were given four treatments of 25, 50, 100 and 200 mg N/
kg. Furthermore, 10 replicates were used for each variety 
treatment resulting in a total of 200 pots with individual plants.
The three different instrument setups used for spectral measurements were a point spectrometer (ASD FieldSpec 3, Analytic
Spectral Devices, Boulder, USA) with a leaf clip, a tabletop FX10
camera (Specim, Oulu, Finland), and a high-throughput spectral
imaging setup from (WIWAM, Ghent, Belgium) but with spectral
cameras from Specim, Finland. The high-throughput spectral imaging measurements of standing plants were performed in the
high-throughput platform (LemnaTec GmbH, Aachen, Germany)
having two spectral cameras i.e., Vis-NIR and short-ware infrared
(SWIR). A summary of sensors is also provided in Table 1. The highthroughput setup was illuminated with two 3  3 halogen light
arrays for homogeneous illumination.
After the last spectral measurements, the leaf samples were
dried for 48 h at 60  C and analyzed for nitrogen (N) content [25].
3
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Table 1
A summary of spectral sensors.
Sensor

Type

ASD FieldSpec 3, Analytic Spectral Devices, Boulder, USA Point
spectrometer
FX10, Specim, Oulu, Finland
Camera
High-throughput platform, LemnaTec GmbH, Aachen,
Two cameras
Germany

Spectral range (nm)

FWHM (nm)

350e2500

3 nm from 350 to 1000 nm and 10 nm from 1000 to
2500 nm
5.5
5.5 nm from 350 to 1000 nm and 12 nm from 1000 to
2500 nm

400e1000 nm
400e1000 nm and 1000
e2600 nm

used as it is a recent new parameter-free method that has outperformed several classical CT methods in the chemometric
domain. More details on the methods implementation are as
follow. A point to note is that all model performances in this study
were reported as root mean squared error of prediction (RMSEP)
and was estimated on the independent test set which was never
used for model calibration or CT modelling.

Table 2
A summary of samples and nitrogen content in calibration/CT and independent test
set.

Number of samples
Nitrogen (%) min-max

Calibration/CT

Independent test

325
1.23e6.86

218
1.4e6.83

2.3. Data modelling for calibration transfer

2.3.2.1. Direct standardization. DS [34] is a standard-based CT
technique, which requires some standard samples to be measured
on spectrometers to estimate the difference between the responses
of two spectrometers. The primary spectrometer in this study is the
point spectrometer and the secondary spectrometer is the spectral
camera. Once the difference between the responses of two spectrometers is estimated, then based on that, the response of the
secondary spectrometer can be adjusted and the model based on
primary spectrometer can be directly used on the new instrument
i.e., spectral camera in this study. A key point to note is that either
the response of the secondary spectrometer can be corrected, or the
response of the primary spectrometer can be corrected, and the
model can be recalibrated. In this study, both approaches to DS
calibration were explored. In mathematical term, let us assume
measuring k standard samples on point spectrometer ðXpoint Þ and
spectral imaging setup ðXimaging Þ. DS relates the response of the
standard samples measure on point spectrometer with the spectral
imaging setup as Eq. (2):

2.3.1. Primary model development based on point spectrometer
data and its direct application on spectral imaging data
The study aimed to transfer a model developed on the point
spectrometer to the spectral cameras integrated into the tabletop as
well as the high-throughput setups. For that purpose, the ﬁrst
required thing is the primary model based on point spectrometer
data. In this study, two separate partial least-square (PLS) [32,33]
regression models were developed on the calibration set of the data
(60%) of the point spectrometer data. The ﬁrst model was based on
the spectral range of 400e1000 nm, while the second model was
based on the spectral range of 400e2500 nm. Two separate models
were needed as the spectral range of the tabletop and the highthroughput setups were different. The latent variables for the PLS
models were optimized with a 5-fold cross-validation procedure
and the optimal number of LVs were found by observing the
minima in the LVs versus cross-validation error plot. The point
spectrometer-based calibration models were at ﬁrst tested directly
on the independent test data set corresponding to the tabletop and
the high-throughput spectral imaging setups. A direct application
of PLS model was performed to ﬁnd if the model can be directly
used without any CT step. The PLS model-based multivariate
regression for a set of NIR spectra measured on point spectrometer
Xps ðm nÞ and reference values yðm 1Þ can be understood as Eq.
(1).



 b0;ps
y ¼ 1 Xps
þe¼b
yþe
bps


Xpoint ¼ Ximaging  F

(2)

where F is a squared matrix with dimension equal to the number of
spectral variables. The F matrix is obtained as Eq. (3):

F ¼ Ximaging 1  Xpoint

(3)

For any new data, the spectra are transformed with the F matrix
such that the model made on the primary instrument can be
directly used on the secondary instrument.

(1)

where, m is the total number of samples and n are spectral variables. b
y is the estimated reference property by the model. b0;ps and
bps (n  1) stands for the intercept and regression vector of the PLS
model made on point spectrometer data, respectively. 1 is a n
length column vector. e is the prediction error.

2.3.2.2. Non-supervised parameter free calibration enhancement.
Non-supervised PFCE is a recently developed standard-based CT
technique that requires the spectral responses measured for standard samples with the point and imaging spectrometer. Unlike the
simple DS [34], the unsupervised PFCE [35] optimizes the objective
function as expressed in Eq. (4):

2.3.2. CT from point to spectral cameras in tabletop and highthroughput setups
This study proposes the development and transfer of point
spectroscopy models to calibrate the tabletop and high-throughput
spectral imaging systems. In the domain of chemometrics, there are
several methods available to perform CT [26]. However, in this
study, two powerful and parameter-free methods i.e., direct standardization (DS) [34] and parameter-free calibration enhancement
(PFCE) [35] were used. DS was used instead of piecewise direct
standardization (PDS) as DS does not require any effort on optimizing the window size as required for PDS. Furthermore, PFCE was

min

b0;imaging ; bimaging



1 Xpoint


 !



 b0;point
 b0;imaging 2
 1 Ximaging
bpoint
bimaging
(4)

s:t:



corr bimaging ; bpoint > thres

where b0;imaing and bimaging are the intercept and coefﬁcient of the
spectral camera model, and thres is a correlation constraint
threshold which was set at 0.98 based on the recommendation
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Fig. 1. Mean spectra of wheat from three different spectrometer i.e., point spectrometer (blue), tabletop Fx10 spectral camera (red-dashed), and from high-throughput spectral
imaging system (black-dashed). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Subsampled point spectrometer spectra plotted with tabletop Fx10 spectral imaging setup (A) and the spectra from high-throughput spectral imaging system (B).

measure standard samples. For example, when there is an old
existing model made on point spectroscopy data, but the spectrometer is damaged or is based in a different lab at a different
location, furthermore, sometimes the user may like to borrow a
model from the global community working on digital plant phenotyping and use it for application in their setup. In such cases, the
traditional standard-based CT approaches such as DS and nonsupervised PFCE maybe not be the ideal solution as they require
the standard samples to be measured on both the point and imaging spectrometer. To deal with it, the semi-supervised PFCE

from earlier studies [35]. The objective function in Eq. (4) is optimized with sequential quadratic programming [35] using the
‘fmincon’ optimization routines in MATLAB 2018b, MathWorks,
Natick, MA, USA.
2.3.2.3. Semi-supervised parameter free calibration enhancement.
Although in many cases, the user may have the possibility to
measure the standard samples with the point spectrometer as well
as with the spectral cameras in the high-throughput setups, however, in many cases, the user may not have the possibility to
5
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Fig. 3. Calibration and application of the point spectrometer-based model and its application on the tabletop Fx10 spectral camera without transfer. (A) Latent variables optimization, (B) Measured vs Predicted nitrogen content for point spectrometer, and (C) Measured vs predicted for point spectrometer model applied to the tabletop Fx10 spectral
imaging data.

Fig. 4. Calibration and application of the point spectrometer-based model and its application on the high-throughput setup data without transfer. (A) Latent variables optimization,
(B) Measured vs Predicted nitrogen content for point spectrometer, and (C) Measured vs predicted for point spectrometer model applied to the spectra acquired with highthroughput imaging setup.

3. Results and discussion

approach can be used [35]. The semi-supervised PFCE approach
does not require the standard samples but just require some new
samples to be measured on the high-throughput spectral imaging
setup. However, the semi-supervised PFCE approach requires both
the spectra and the reference properties to be measured on the
high-throughput spectral imaging setup. The semi-supervised PFCE
is based on the minimization of the difference between the
response and the estimated response, subject to the correlation
constraints. The objective function of the semi-supervised PFCE
[35] is as Eq. (5).

min

b0;imaging ; bimaging

s:t:


y 1

 !

 b0;imaging 2
Ximaging
bimaging

3.1. Spectral differences between instrument responses
The mean spectra (calibration set) of wheat leaves from point
spectrometer (blue solid), tabletop spectral imaging setup (red
dashed) and the high-throughput spectral imaging setup (black
dotted) are shown in Fig. 1. The main thing to note in the spectral
proﬁles is that the spectral ranges of instruments were different.
Particularly, the tabletop spectral imaging system (red dashed) had
the smaller range of 400e1000 nm, which is the Vis-NIR part of the
electromagnetic spectrum capturing the information related to
pigments and 3rd overtones of fundamental chemical bond vibrations [3,4]. Apart from the differences in spectra range, intensity
differences can be noted over the complete spectra range of
350e2600 nm. However, the differences in signal intensity were far
greater in the NIR spectral range >1000 nm compared to the VisNIR part <1000 nm. Furthermore, the differences in the NIR
range were more pronounced in the spectral response of the highthroughput spectral imaging setup compared to the differences
between the point spectrometer and the tabletop spectral imaging
setup. All these difference in the spectral signal shows that the
spectral model made on point spectrometer may not be directly
useable on the spectral imaging setups, hence, calibration transfer
must be required. In Fig. 1, for comparative purpose, signals from all
spectral sensors were presented, however, to have a better insight
into differences in the spectral responses of spectral imaging setups
with respect to the point spectrometer, spectral imaging spectra are

(5)



corr bimaging ; bpoint > thres

where b0;imaing and bimaging are the intercept and coefﬁcient of the
spectral camera model, and thres is a correlation constraint
threshold which was set at 0.98 based on the recommendation
from earlier studies [35]. The objective function in Eq. (4) is optimized with sequential quadratic programming [35] using the
‘fmincon’ optimization routines in MATLAB 2018b, MathWorks,
Natick, MA, USA. A key point to note is that this study also explored
the effect of samples size on the performance of the predictive
model to decide the suitable number of samples needed for the
semi-supervised PFCE.
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Fig. 5. A summary of CT from point spectrometer to tabletop Fx10 spectral imaging setup. (A) Before CT, (B) CT with direct standardization of tabletop Fx10 spectral imaging setup,
(C) CT with full-supervised parameter free calibration enhancement, and (D) direct standardization of point spectrometer spectra.

range of the benchtop and the high-throughput spectral imaging
setups were different. The results for the application of the point
spectroscopy data-based PLS models when applied on the benchtop and high-throughput setup are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. For the
benchtop setup, the point spectroscopy model failed and achieved
RMSEP ¼ 1.82% compared to the RMSEP ¼ 0.67% on the test set of
point spectrometer data. Similarly, for the high-throughput setup
the point spectroscopy model failed and achieved RMSEP ¼ 1.2%
compared to the RMSEP ¼ 0.71% on the test set of point spectrometer data. Such an enormous difference in the RMSEP between
the test set of the point spectrometer data and the test set of
spectral imaging data proved that the point spectral model cannot
be directly used on the spectral imaging system and requires CT.

plotted with sub-sampled point spectroscopy spectra (Fig. 2). The
subsampling of the point spectrometer spectra was performed to
match the spectral sampling interval of benchtop and highthroughput spectral imaging setup, separately. It can be noted
that unlike in Fig. 1, where the differences between the spectral
response of the tabletop imaging system and the point spectrometer were masked, the differences at different spectral regions are
clearly visible in Fig. 2A. Furthermore, the differences between the
high-throughput imaging system and the point spectrometer were
not limited to the NIR part but are also present in the visible region
(Fig. 2B).
3.2. Point spectrometer-based model fails when directly used on
spectral cameras

3.3. CT allowed point spectrometer model to be used on spectral
cameras

As found in the earlier section, the mean spectral responses
from the spectral imaging setup were different compared to the
point spectrometer spectra, hence, this could lead to the failure of
the model when a point spectroscopy model is directly used on a
spectral imaging setup. To conﬁrm that, the PLS models developed
on the point spectrometer data were applied to the independent
test set data of the spectral imaging setups. A key point to note is
that there were two separate PLS models developed because the

The results of the calibration transfer for point spectrometer to
spectral imaging setups are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. For the transfer
case of point spectrometer to the tabletop spectral imaging system,
it can be noted that the model that failed earlier (Fig. 5A) was able
to predict precisely the N content in wheat leaves with the data
measured on the benchtop imaging setup (Fig. 5B, C, D). The
7
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Fig. 6. A summary of CT from point spectrometer to high-throughput imaging setup. (A) Before CT, (B) CT with direct standardization of benchtop Fx10 spectral imaging setup, (C)
CT with full-supervised parameter free calibration enhancement, and (D) direct standardization of ASD Lab spec spectra.

performance of different CT techniques varied between 0.63 and
0.81%. The best performance was achieved with the DS technique
(RMSEP ¼ 0.63%) applied to standardize the point spectroscopy

data with respect to the tabletop imaging setup data. A key point to
note is that the reverse DS requires the PLS model to be rebuilt,
which is the reason for the difference in the RMSEC of the standard

Fig. 7. The effect of samples size on the performance of direct standardization (DS), parameter free calibration enhancement (PFCE) and reverse DS. (A). Calibration transfer (CT)
from point spectrometer to tabletop Fx10 spectral imaging setup, and (B) CT from point spectrometer to high-throughput imaging setup.
8
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Fig. 8. Summary of posterior analysis on the number of samples required to perform the transfer. (A) point spectrometer to tabletop Fx10 spectral imaging setup, and (B) point
spectrometer to the spectral cameras of high-throughput imaging setup.

and achieve the performance (RMSEP ~ ¼ 0.7%), which was comparable with the standard-based approaches presented in the
earlier section. The performance of the semi-supervised PFCE show
minor improvements after incorporating more than 22 samples,
however, the RMSEP trend, for both cases, showed that all the
major model adjustments were achieved within 22 samples and
the decrease in RMSEP with more samples than 22 were minimal.
Since the semi-supervised PFCE approach requires both the spectra
and reference measurements on the new samples, hence, once can
assume that a new calibration from scratch can also be obtained.
However, a key point to note is that the semi-supervised PFCE
approach only requires a few samples for model update which may
not be sufﬁcient to attain a dependable new NIR calibration from
scratch.

DS (Fig. 5B) and the reverse DS (Fig. 5D). Reverse DS may have
resulted in lower RMSEP, however, may not be a practical solution
as the user may hinder remodelling their already existing model.
Therefore, based on the practicality of the technique, the performance of the PFCE approach (RMSEP ¼ 0.68%) made it the best
technique in this study. Like the tabletop transfer case, the point
spectrometer performed well on the data from the highthroughput imaging setup (Fig. 6). The PFCE approach showed
the best performance by achieving RMSEP ¼ 0.73%, lower than the
DS. The superior performance of the PFCE approaches on both the
transfer cases shows that it can be a useful technique for practical
implementation scenario over the DS. To have an enhanced comparison of different transfer techniques, the effect of samples size
required for CT as a function of RMSEP is shown in Fig. 7. For both
the cases i.e., transfer of point spectrometer model to tabletop and
high-throughput setup, it can be noted that the PFCE required the
least number of samples compared to the DS and reverse DS. In
presence of large sample size, the reverse DS outperformed both
the DS and PFCE, however, in practical implementation the user
main interest will be the small number of samples as it makes the
experimental task efﬁcient and fast.

4. Conclusions
This study proposed an innovative approach to calibrate the
spectral imaging setups, and in particular, the high-throughput
spectral imaging setup to support the digital plant phenotyping.
The approach meets the timely need as currently around the globe
the high-throughput spectral imaging setups are being developed
which all requires calibration of spectral cameras from scratch prior
to their use for plant phenotyping purposes. Furthermore, calibrating the high-throughput spectral imaging systems from scratch
for every new application can cause depletion of time and resources. Hence, the main aim of this study i.e., to use the point
spectrometer to develop the primary calibration models and later
transfer them to any of the desired spectral imaging setups, can
support the calibration of spectral imaging setups in a resourceefﬁcient manner. To show the potential of the approach a case of
nitrogen prediction in wheat leaves was used. The results showed
that the models made with point spectrometer data can be transferred to the spectral imaging setups by using advanced calibration
transfer approaches such as parameter-free calibration enhancement (PFCE) or direct standardization (DS). Although, this study
showed that the performance of PFCE was far better compared to
the DS approach, both in terms of lower RMSEP and low sample size
required for the transfer. Furthermore, standard free CT approaches
such as semi-supervised PFCE can even allow the transfer of models
from point spectrometer to the spectral imaging system without
the need for standard samples. In this study, it was shown that with
only 50 samples measured on spectral imaging setup, a point

3.4. Semi-supervised model update with PFCE
In many cases, the user may not have access to point spectrometer and high-throughput imaging setups at the same time to
measure standard samples or the user already have a point spectroscopy model for plant properties prediction which they like to
reuse. In that case, the classical standard-based approaches cannot
be used due to their requirement for standard samples measured
on both spectrometers. In such a case, the standard free approach
called semi-supervised PFCE can be used. Since semi-supervised
PFCE do not require standard samples, spectra measured on two
instruments, however, it requires some samples to be measured on
the instrument on the model that need to be transferred. In such a
case, a major question could be that how many samples are needed
on the new instrument such that an old model can be reused. To
answer that, the results of the semi-supervised PFCE on the independent test set of tabletop and high-throughput spectral imaging
system are shown as the function of samples size in Fig. 8. For both
cases, the semi-supervised PFCE was performed independently. In
Fig. 8, it can be noted that with ~22 samples, the semi-supervised
PFCE allowed the point spectrometer-based calibration to adapt
9
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spectrometer-based calibration can be adjusted for its use in the
imaging system. The main beneﬁt of the present study and the
associated approach can be foreseen as the reduction in the resources and time needed for calibrating high-throughput spectral
imaging setups and the reuse of already existing spectral models by
using the concept of CT.
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